This week Reception to Year 5 are celebrating Book Week. Year 3B and 3G created hats inspired by the book “Why I love Australia”. The author and illustrator is an indigenous woman and her name is Bronwyn Bancroft. I loved the coral illustration on the last page because I love the fluorescent colours. I also loved the vibrant words used for the book and how it complements the pictures. Finally I loved the intensity of the colours she used. Olivia Rice 3B

In the Micklegate Library some Year 5 girls offered to help the little kids with art and craft. We made bookmarks, hairclips and bracelets. We had a great time. The Year 3-5 students enjoyed watching a performance by Tanya Batt and Craig Denim. She told fabulous tales that made us laugh and wonder. She was excellent at sound effects too. Imogen & Danielle 5B

On the last day of Book Week the R-5 students had a fantastic head-dress parade in which girls could showcase their hat making skills. Our class, 5B had to mad a hat which resembled their family. Later on in the day the primary campus had a Book week assembly and each year level presented their book and artwork and shared what they thought about the book and Author/Illustrator. Lauren & Charlotte 5B

My favourite part of Book week was the activities in the library. Zoe Berry

During the parade all of the classes made a big circle. In the middle classes walked in the circle and showed what they made. Mollie Evans